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everything is to make language conform to asymmetrical design,
and thus attain effects eqim alent to those of ihymc and metre.
But, as already observed, it wab not these mechanical devices of
L}ly's style that struck his contemporanes as something unusual,
for they were practising \anous kinds of t^tth Lidto themselves and
had no rooted objection to artifices and preciosities. What excited
the ridicule of Ilauey, Sidney, Na^hc, and others, was LylyTs ad-
diction to similes drawn from mythology and ancient learning and
allmannei of later sources, moie particularly the fictitious natural
science cunent in medieval bestiaries and long-established encyclo-
paedias of knowledge which had not been discarded at the in\ention
of punting l Preachers and orators had from of old delighted in
such illustrations, as writers trained in the schools delighted in the
schemata. Of these far-fetched similes there is little need to quote
examples ; they have been reproduced in every account of the style
until the very woid euphuism bores rather than amuses.
The true Messrs Croll and demons have, perhaps finally, traced the
derivation genealogy of the schemata or word-schemes which are classified
Yt f under the heads of isocolon, panson and paromoion. The ultimate
mata" source was the Greek orator Gorgias. He and his followers made
continual use of the schemata as a means of securing rhythmic effect.
1 Not that they made them the mainstay of their rhetoric ; they
employed them with varying degrees of taste and moderation,
Isocrates, in particular, to whom M. Feuillerat would ascribe the
chief influence on English imitators,2 preferring a nobler and more
varied rhythm to the monotonous parallelism and repetition of
cadence which resulted from the excessive use of the schemes
Through the later sophists the rhetoric of the Gorgianic schools
found its way into the schools of imperial Rome, and was adopted
by teachers of oratory training men for the Christian Church.
Mediaeval professors of rhetoric were hardly capable of appreciating
the fineness of the Greek oratorical style ; but they were readily
attracted by such definite and easily imitated devices as isocolon,
parison and paromoion, and made these the principal means of
attaining stateliness and fervour. The ancients used the word-
schemes sparingly ; mediaeval teachers made them the very basis
1	For a hit of such works see Feuillerat, p. 412,
2	Feuillerat, pp 469-470.

